We use the Plotkin (U, u+v)-construction for general Reed-Muller codes (m,r) and relegate decoding to the two constituent RM codes. First, we use the better protected code (m-1,r-1) to find a subblock U. Then we proceed with the block U from the code (m-1,r) . We repeat this recursion on both halves and recalculate the reliabilities of the received symbols. In the end, we perform ML decoding on the biorthogonal codes.
corrupted by noise. We first try to find the better protected block v k h a r d decision decoding, we use its corrupted version B+ (U + U). In more general setting, we first use the left half Q, and find the posterior probability pi. = Pr{u; = OlG } of each symbol ui.
Similarly, we use the right half U + U to find the posterior probability p y of any symbol U, +vi. Then any symbol vi has posterior probability: P ( V i ) = pip:' + (1pl)(l -$).
In
Step 1 of our algorithm, we use probabilities p(v;) to execute soft-decision decoding of vector G into the {: : : }-code.
The result of decoding is (presumably correct) codeword U.
After U is found, we have tw=orrupted copies of vector U, namely Q in the left half, and (U + v)+v in the right half. Our next goal is to jointly decode both copies. Similarly to Step 1, we use posterior probabilities p(u,) of symbols U,. Here we combine the two .estimates of U; obtained on both corrupted copies. Finally, we perform soft decision decoding and find (presumably correct) subblock U E { mzl}.
In a general scheme, decoding on the length n/2 is again rel- It can be shown that the output bit error rates significantly vary on different end nodes. In particular, the highest (worst) BER is obtained on the node { m-r+l} that is decoded first. An important conclusion is to set the corresponding information bits as zeros. In this way, we improve on the overall performance by taking the subcodes that eliminate a few least protected information bits in the original code { : } . and its subcode of dimension 87. 
